AltraAudioVC

TM

High quality ceiling microphones &
digital signal processor based add-in
audio system for improving audio
quality in visual collaboration sessions
in rooms having Business Octane’s
AltraWorkdriverVC™

Advantages of AltraAudioVC™
1. For the first time, there is no need to speak into a microphone or a speakerphone. Sit anywhere and
hear distant speakers as if they are sitting beside you in your visual collaborations session.
2. Get an audio DSP (Digital Signal Processor) refined high definition audio without any hiss.
3. Visual collaborations sessions will no longer be filled with confusion as every spoken word would be
crystal clear, without any interruptions.
4. *Optional stereo audio makes users more involved in video teleconferences, helping them to achieve
more success.
5. Upgradable to the corresponding model of Business Octane’s AltraCLARITYTM, to add in standalone
audio teleconferencing capability.

Models
AltraAudioVCTM

50/6A & 100/6A

50/9A & 100/9A

50/12A & 100/12A 50/15A & 100/15A 50/24A & 100/24A 50/33A & 100/33A

No. of mic elements

6

9

12

15

24

33

No. of DSP channels

12

16

16

24

28

40

Optional upgrade to
AltraCLARITYTM

100/6AX

100/9AX

100/12AX

100/15AX

100/24AX

100/33AX

*Stereo audio availablity depends upon the geometry of placement of the microphones in the room.

AltraAudioVC -WL
TM

High quality wireless microphones &
digital signal processor based add-in
audio system for improving audio
quality in visual collaboration sessions
in rooms having Business Octane’s
AltraWorkdriverVC™

Advantages of AltraAudioVC™-WL
1. Flexible microphone placements aid instant positioning in close proximity to the meeting
participants and ensure improved audio quality with reduced background noise.
2. Customizable, high performance wireless audio solution for much improved comprehension by both
local and distant participants.
3. Liberate your enterprise wide teams with audio related struggles such as hiss, echo and low volume
of distant speakers in visual collaboration sessions.
4. Smallest form factor complements the aesthetics of every conference room type.
5. Absence of audio cables ensure less clutter on the table.
6. Enterprise class solution for easy implementation across each and every visual collaboration space
across your enterprise.
7. Upgradable to the corresponding model of Business Octane’s AltraCLARITYTM-WL, to add in
standalone audio teleconferencing capability.

Models
AltraAudioVCTM-WL

50/3A

50/4A

50/6A

50/8A

50/10A

50/12A

50/14A

No. of mic elements

3

4

6

8

10

12

14

No. of DSP channels

8

12

12

16

16

20

20

Optional upgrade to
AltraCLARITYTM-WL

50/3AX

50/4AX

50/6AX

50/8AX

50/10AX

50/12AX

50/14AX

Equipments shown may not be a part of standard solution and also their appearance may vary.
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